**MEDIA ALERT**
VIEW THE NEW MUSIC VIDEO “SNOW GLOBE” FROM MATT WERTZ
Click here to view the new music video for "Snow Globe" from Handwritten/Essential Records singer-songwriter Matt
Wertz. The video, directed by John Moessner (JJ Heller, Kerrie Roberts), was filmed in an Airstream trailer owned by a
friend of Wertz and tells the story of a man who lives in a Christmas-year-round world only to discover that something
bigger and better awaits him just outside his door. Its cast of characters includes Wertz's bandmates, his roommate, and
other friends who gathered for the eight-hour shoot. The whimsical Christmas tune, currently at radio, is just one standout track on Wertz's first holiday album, Snow Globe, released Oct. 25. The project blends Wertz’s signature acoustic style
with strings and horns while adding a little holiday flare on timeless Christmas classics. For more information on Matt
Wertz and Snow Globe, visit www.mattwertz.com.
About Matt Wertz
Hailing from Liberty, Mo., Matt Wertz has garnered considerable acclaim in his 10+ years as a recording artist. Building
his fan base early on as a regular performer at Young Life camps and now having toured with the likes of Ben Folds, Five
For Fighting, Jamie Cullum, Gavin DeGraw and One Republic, Wertz has released five full-length studio albums. To date,
his songs have been featured on shows including “Brothers and Sisters,” “Wildfire,” and “One Tree Hill” and can be heard
in the movies “Employee of the Month” and “My Super Ex-Girlfriend.”
Wertz’s last studio record, Weights & Wings, released March 15, 2011. Weights & Wings, produced by Jason Lehning
(Guster, Alison Krauss, Mat Kearney), contains 11 tracks all tied to relationships and the personal journey Wertz has been
on the last few years. For more information, visit www.mattwertz.com.
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